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Student Apartment

Bournemouth
Bank Apartment
The Bank Apartment is conveniently located
directly opposite Kaplan Aspect Bournemouth
in Westbourne. The area has a great choice
of restaurants, coffee bars and shops. There
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are several banks, a post office, and a
supermarket nearby.
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There is a bus stop right outside which has
services going to Bournemouth and Poole town
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centres. The Bournemouth and Poole beach is
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a 20-minute walk from the apartment.

Bank Apartment
129 Poole Road
Westbourne
Bournemouth BH4 9BG
United Kingdom

The seaside town of Bournemouth

www.kaplanaspect.com
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Student Apartment Bank Bournemouth

Inside in the Bank Apartment

Twin room

Single room

Accommodation details
Type of accommodation
The accommodation is self-catering.
There are 4 single rooms available.

Meals
Self-catering. The shared kitchen is fully
equipped so students can prepare their
own meals.

Kitchen
The kitchen is shared and fitted to a
high standard with a cooker, microwave,
kettle, fridge, freezer and toaster.

Rooms
Each study bedroom consists of a bed
(2 in twin rooms), desk, chair, wardrobe
and TV/DVD player.

Bathrooms
There are 2 shower bathrooms and 2
toilets to service the 4 bedrooms.

www.kaplanaspect.com

Utilities

Deposit

Electricity, gas and water are included in
the accommodation fee. Electrical current
is 240 volts AC (50 cycles) and students
from some countries may require a
transformer and a plug adaptor.

A refundable housing deposit of GBP 150
may be charged on arrival.

Laundry
There is a utility room with a washing
machine for students’ use.

Security and keys
Front door and bedroom door keys will
be provided on arrival. Students are
responsible for keeping their belongings
safe.

Linens and towels
Bed linen will be provided but students
should bring their own towels. Students
are responsible for keeping their own
rooms clean and tidy.

Visitors
No unaccompanied visitors are allowed
into the house. Visitors are to leave by
11 pm. No visitors are permitted to stay
overnight.

Noise and restrictions
Students are requested to be considerate
to their neighbours and keep noise levels
to a minimum especially after 10pm.

Availability
The Kaplan Aspect Bank Apartments are
available year round to 18+ students.
Please check availability with your Kaplan
Aspect representative.
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